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Case - definition of case by The Free Dictionary case - a person who is subjected to experimental or other observational procedures; someone who is an object of
investigation; "the subjects for this investigation were selected randomly"; "the cases that we studied were drawn from two different communities. Decided cases The Supreme Court Decided cases. Decided Cases will be published on this page immediately after judgments have been handed down. Decided cases handed down
before this year can be found by clicking on the following links:. CASE | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary a case for/against sth There's a good case for
bringing in new regulations. make/argue a case The study makes the case for increasing flexible working . a good/strong case The union believes it has been
vindicated and has a very strong case.

10 Cases - Official Site The 10 Cases is an unpretentious, buzzing little Bistrot with wine as its main focus. We only ever buy 10 cases of the wines that you will find
on our short list in order to constantly try new things rather than settle for a list of old favourites. In case - definition of in case by The Free Dictionary 1. An instance
or occurrence of a particular kind or category: a case of mistaken identity. See Synonyms at example. 2. An occurrence of a disease or disorder: a mild case of flu. 3.
A set of circumstances or a state of affairs; a situation: It may rain, in which case the hike will be canceled. 4. Case - Idioms by The Free Dictionary case the [current]
instance; an actual situation. I think Bill is a vegetarian, and if that is the case, we should not serve him meat. Susie believes trees can talk, but that is not the case.
See: (not) care two hoots a basket case a case in point a case of (something) a case of mistaken identity a case of the blind leading the blind a federal.

The essential cases every law student should know | Birju ... Cases capture human stories, shape public debate and establish new expectations of the state. Their wider
effect can reflect society's consciousness but often lead to new laws. What Is a Computer Case? (Tower, Chassis, Housing) Cases usually contain multiple 5.25 inch
and 3.5 inch expansion bays for optical drives, floppy disk drives, hard drives, and other media drives. These expansion bays are located at the front of the case so
that, for example, the DVD drive can be easily reached by the user when in use. The Cases That Haunt Us by John Edward Douglas The Cases That Haunt Us has
7,900 ratings and 315 reviews. ``Laurie said: I have always enjoyed reading books by the famous FBI profiler John Douglas and.

Case | Define Case at Dictionary.com Case, instance, example, illustration suggest the existence or occurrence of a particular thing representative of its type. Case and
instance are closely allied in meaning, as are example and illustration. Case is a general word, meaning a fact, occurrence, or situation typical of a class: a case of
assault and battery.
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